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Informatics360 is a leading consultancy and outsourcing provider to European companies 
in a variety of sectors including e-learning, e-governance, Business Process Management 
and Investment Banking.

Our robust and cost effective Human Resource Management and Corporate products 
cater to the needs of small, medium and large enterprises. 

Informatics360 offers professional customized application development, application 
lifecycle management and support and a broad range of software development 
services. We provide full cycle custom software programming services, from product idea 
to support and enhancement. Our programming team is capable of developing very 
complex products that can do virtually anything the Web will allow, all the while 
maintaining simple functionality and ease of use.

Welcome to Informatics360
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Informatics360's highly skilled, dedicated IT professionals, its subsidiaries and 
Joint Ventures provide customized IT solutions.

Informatics360 range of expertise:

 •Software Develvopment Services
 •Engineering Services
 •Systems Integration
 •ERP Solutions
 •Customer Relationship Management
 •Supply Chain Management
 •Product Development
 •Electronic Commerce
 •Consulting
 •IT Outsourcing
Advantage:

 •Long lasting customer relationships
 •Flexible engagement models
 •Evolved competency and solution-based services
 •Technology-led innovator
 •Experience in serving top-notch customers
 •Strong domain knowledge
 •Highly qualified IT professionals
 •State-of-the-art infrastructure
 •Offshore advantage

Industry Verticals: 
Banking & Finance Services Energy & Utility Healthcare Real Estate & 
Construction Telecom Travel & Transportation To find out more about our 
services, write to us at 
Email: info@informatics360.co.uk

Why Informatics360
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By coming to us you can not only elevate your business but also create a brand-image 
in the market. We respect our clients and so value their investment; which is the reason 
of our cost-effective services. 

Informatics360 IT Services Include:

 •Customized application development
 •Application lifecycle management and support
 •Network support
 •Disaster recovery services/Data backup and recovery
 •Database administration services
 •Acceptance testing services and management
 •Development infrastructure design, management, and support
 •Quality assurance testing services - regression, end-to-end, user  
    acceptance
 •Data warehousing design

Services

It consulting offers services in the following areas:

Application lifecycle management and support
Network support
Disaster recovery services/Data backup and recovery
Database administration services
Acceptance testing services and management
Development infrastructure design, management, and support
Quality assurance testing services - regression, end-to-end, user acceptance
Data warehousing design
Software Process Improvement
Information Security Management
Business Intelligence
Risk Management

IT Consulting Service

"Informatics360 
professional services 
offer a full range of 

technology and business 
requirements that can 

help organizations 
leverage leading-edge 
technologies for their 

business improvement."

"

"
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Informatics360 leverages the best-of-technologies to develop rich, user-friendly 
and effective Desktop Applications that work offline and run off the web 
browser. We help you spruce-up your business environment through rich, 
easy-to-use, easy-to-access, new-generation Rich Desktop Applications (RDAs) 
and Rich Internet Desktop Applications (RIDAs). Our desktop applications 
facilitate instant content synchronization, quick file system access and ready 
management of downloadable content even while working offline. 

Desktop Applications

We have dedicated research and development teams in this area, Today; 
wireless networking is following in the footsteps of the Internet and quickly 
catching up. Wireless applications are fast becoming the preferred mode of 
communication for people on the go. The remarkable technological 
breakthroughs that have taken place in the wireless networking domain have 
led to the emergence of thriving mobile communities that deliver content-rich 
applications for the high-end mobile devices that are now readily available.

Some of the platforms we support include:

 •Windows CE 2003
 •Windows Mobile
 •Symbian
 •Palm

We develop applications in the following language C, C++, Java, .NET 
Mobile.

Mobile Applications
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Our design philosophy is simple - Attractive, easy to navigate website's should 
not cost the earth for corporate appalling website.

Web Development services:

 •Website Development
 •Website content management solutions

Our Team is expert in:

 •Web 2.0 based Layout Designing
 •HTML/CSS
 •DIV/CSS (Table less Designs)
 •W3 Compliance
 •JS/DHTML
 •Shopping Cart Designing
 •Integrated Website Flash Designing
 •Flash Intro / Flash Based and Flex Website Designing
 •Web Banner Designing - GIF Animation
 •GUI Designing for Software and web based applications
 •Photo Editing / Image Processing

Product Development services:
Informatics360 new product development service commitment spans all 
activities involved in taking a product from vision to realization. 

Product Up gradation:
Informatics360 provides services in upgrading Clients products. Our expertise 
in varied domains helps us quickly modernize existing products.

Web Development

Product Development

Stay ahead of 
competition with 

minimized time to 
market

"
"
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Finance
Intense competition in global market make financial services one of today's 
most dynamic industries.

Litigation
Litigation involves a large set of people requiring mutual access to critical case 
documents and transcripts; in situations such as class actions, multi-party, 
multi-district litigation or joint defense groups. 

Industrial
Accurate cost and resource estimation can lead to enhanced productivity and 
optimized cash flow within an industry. In order to compete on a large-scale, 
industries need the most optimum solution to approximate their existing 
resources, keeping in mind the growing demand for large and complex 
industrial projects. The entire process of project bidding plays a vital role in an 
industry's profitability . 

Material Management
Now more than ever, your ability to manage growth, control costs, and respond 
rapidly to change is directly related to the flexibility and scalability of your 
enterprise system. 

Real Estate
As the real estate business changes, you the user must be able to spend your 
time with clients.

Repair & Service
Despite being bundled as 'Service and Repair' organizations, each company is 
different depending up what it services and repairs.

Industires
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Testimonials
“Informatic360 has been a great partner for us. 
They exactly understand what we need and always 
develop solutions that help us achieve greater 
success. Informatics360Tech has delivered great 
value with their software products. Informatics360 
projects are never 'typical' and always well thought 
out to accelerate our business processes." 

"Informatic360 have been partners 
with us from the very beginning 
throughout every stage of our site 
development from Analysis, Design 
and Programming. A one-stop IT 
company, and an essential 
component of our business."

Steve Poore

"Informatics360's best feature, for me, has always 
been their "team-development" approach to every 
software project and their true professionalism. All 
aspects of development were always handled with 
care and consideration. Informatics360's 
knowledgeable and professional staff leaded me 
through each step of program evolution and 
always kept my objectives in mind." 

Susan Reuter

Mr.Ray

"Informatics360's people are very 
good. They never rush into anything. 
Thoughtful behaviour is what I like 
the most in their work. Their response 
time is amazing. It seems they're 
always there to help and advise. 
Updates/changes are never a 
problem. They're the most 
considerate guys out there. When a 
company works on a project as if it is 
their own, you know they care. They 
offer much more than value for 
money. I wouldn't work with anyone 
else and I would recommend them to 
the world! No project is too big or too 
small. I cannot imagine working with 
anyone else. They helped me out at 
a very difficult and personal time, for 
which I will always be grateful. They 
are number one! Thanks a million 
guys."

Mark Jefferson



Informatics360 is the leading global provider of on-demand customized 
application development solutions. By understanding our customers critical 
business processes, we provide information solutions that help create a 
competitive advantage through increased efficiency, speed to market and 
improved quality.

To help us give you the best possible service, please provide the relevant 
information. We shall get back to you as soon as possible. Our strict privacy 
policy keeps your email address 100% safe and secure. 

Proposals

Head Office
Informatics360
29th Floor One Canada Square
Canary Wharf London E14 5DY
United Kingdom

 info@informatics360.co.uk
 +44 (0)8454 751075
 +44 (0)8703 121831

Contact us

Branch Office 
Informatics360
10 Lochside Place
Edinburgh Park
Edinburgh EH12 9RG
United Kingdom 

 info@informatics360.co.uk
 +44 (0)8454 751075
 +44 (0)8703 121831


